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T
heoretical predictions1,2 and subse-
quent experiments3,4 demonstrated
that a tunable band gap can be open-

ed in graphene;the two-dimensional one-
atomic-layer thick carbon membrane5;by
confining it to a ribbon, thus opening a
potential route toward applications of this
novel material in nanoelectronics. It oc-
curred, however, that electronic and trans-
port properties of the ribbons are governed
by not only ribbon width, but also the
morphology of the edges.6 In fact, control-
ling the atomic structure of the edges is
crucial for any graphene-based electronics.
Although many techniques have been sug-
gested for ribbon fabrication andedgemanip-
ulation,7�14 it still remains a challenge to
achieve the precision required for a control-
lablemanufacture of atomically sharp edges
with a desired crystal orientation.
At the same time, progress in the aberra-

tion corrected high resolution transmission
electron microscopy (AC-HRTEM) has pro-
vided invaluable insights into the atomic
structure and properties of graphene sheets
and ribbons,9,15�18 as well as into graphene
edge stability and dynamics.9,14 Moreover,
in addition to other irradiation-induced
effects,19,20 it has been demonstrated that
the electron beam can also be used for
creating nanoribbons and single-atom car-
bon chains,7,8 sculpting of predefined gra-
phene-based nanostructures,14 transforming
a graphene flake into a fullerene21 and layer-
by-layer sublimation ofgraphene.22,23 Since it
was customary to assume that any two-
coordinated carbon atom (edge atom)would
be equally likely to be removed under an
electron beam, the evolution of graphene
edges under irradiation was assumed to be
governed by equilibrium formation energies
of the edges. Similar assumptions have
been made for analogous experiments
for the structural counterpart of graphene,

the h-BN monolayer.24 However, these as-
sumptions completely neglect the dynamic
effects of the electron impacts resulting
from differences in rigidity of the different
edge configurations.
In this study, we employ density-

functional-theory (DFT)-based calculations
to study the knock-on damage on graphene
edges during a TEM experiment. We show
that the probability for atom sputtering
from the edges is not determined by equi-
librium thermodynamics, but by the dy-
namics of the edge atoms after electron
impacts, and that graphene edges with
armchair-like reconstructions have the
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ABSTRACT

Electron beam of a transmission electron microscope can be used to alter the morphology of

graphene nanoribbons and create atomically sharp edges required for applications of

graphene in nanoelectronics. Using density-functional-theory-based simulations, we study

the radiation hardness of graphene edges and show that the response of the ribbons to

irradiation is not determined by the equilibrium energetics as assumed in previous

experiments, but by kinetic effects associated with the dynamics of the edge atoms after

impacts of energetic electrons. We report an unexpectedly high stability of armchair edges,

comparable to that of pristine graphene, and demonstrate that the electron energy should be

below ∼50 keV to minimize the knock-on damage.
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highest radiation stability (almost on par with pristine
graphene) which stems from the relatively flexible
bonding configuration at the edge. We give new in-
sights into the row-by-row thinning process of graph-
ene nanoribbons under the electron beam, and high-
light various edge transformations occurring simply
due to the knock-on process. Finally, we demonstrate
that the threshold electron energy below which any
knock-on damage in graphene should be prevented is
∼50 keV, even in defective samples and at the edges.
Thus any electron beam damage below this threshold
is likely to be due to additional ionization or chemical
effects, such as etching due to nonperfect vacuum
conditions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Prior to dynamical simulations of electron impacts
onto the edge atoms, we tested our theoretical ap-
proach by calculating the edge formation energies (Ef =
[E � NμC]/2l, where E is the ribbon energy for N atoms
and a length of l, and μC is the cohesive energy of C in
graphene) of different edge configurations (Figure 1)
and comparing to the published data.25�28 Overall, our
results proved to be in an excellent agreementwith the
literature, althought the value we received for the
zigzag (ZZ) edge was lower by ∼0.1 eV/Å. Also the
bond lengths for the optimized structures were in a

very good agreement. Upon structure optimization,
the Klein (KL) edge reconstructed by forming a bond
between the (originally) one-coordinated atoms. We
expect this reconstruction to be prevented in the
experiments due to hydrogen passivation of the dan-
gling bonds, since the reconstruction does not seem to
be present in the experimental images,29 and therefore
used the nonreconstructed geometry for the dynami-
cal calculations.
Next, we moved on to calculations of the minimal

kinetic energy trasferred to the nucleus by the imping-
ing electron, which still allows displacing the atom
from its lattice position without immediate recombina-
tion with the created vacancy, that is, its displacement

threshold (Td), for the undercoordinated atoms at arm-
chair (AC), ZZ, and KL edges. The ribbons constructed
for this study were assumed to be infinitely long in the
x-direction and 6�7 graphene unit cells wide in the
y-direction with 7 Å of vacuum introduced between the
periodic images of the edges (y-direction) and 15 Å in the
z-direction (perpendicular to the ribbon). The DFT-MD
results are as follow: Td

AC ≈ 19.0 eV, Td
ZZ ≈ 12.0 eV

and Td
KL ≈ 12.9 eV. For comparison, Td for pristine

graphene, calculated with the same method, is Td
GR ≈

22.0 eV,30 whereas the dangling bond atom at a single
vacancy has Td

SV≈ 14.7 eV and the corresponding atom
at a V2(5�8�5) double vacancy has Td

DV ≈ 16.2 eV.

Figure 1. Different edge reconstructions as optimized with DFT (a) and their formation energies Ef and displacement
thresholds Td (b). Displacement thresholds as calculatedwith both DFT and DFTB are presented. Uncertainties in the Td are of
the order of 0.1 eV.

Figure 2. Snapshots of atomic configurations after electron impact onto an AC edge, which did not result in sputtering but
gave rise to the flip process.
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We checked the effect of hydrogen termination on Td
values, but did not observe significant differences from
the nonterminated edges.
From the comparison of the relative order of Ef and

Td for the different edges (Figure 1b), it is immediately
evident that radiation stability of the edge cannot be
deduced simply from edge formation energy. The
observed large differences in Td for different edges
are quite remarkable, since the common practice has
been to assume that Td is roughly equal for any edge
atoms. Clearly, our results show that this is not the case.
To understand why Td is different for different two-
coordinated atoms, we carefully analyzed time evolu-
tion of the atomic structure after several different
electron impacts which eventually did not result in
sputtering. Simulation snapshots of such a case are
presented in Figure 2 for an AC edge. The analysis
of atom dynamics indicates that the high Td

AC arises
from the fact that the neighboring atom (labeled 2
in Figure 2) follows the displaced atom (labeled 1) at
the AC edges, as it is connected to the rest of the
system through one bond only. Thus, the kinetic en-
ergy provided by the collision is distributed between
these two atoms at the early stages after the elect-
ron impact. Occasionally this results in a 180� rotation
(flipping) of the edge dimer, as shown in Figure 2.
In the case of KL, the kinetic energy is distributed
between the one-coordinated atom and its neighbor
on the zigzag edge. This dimer can relatively easily
rotate around the edge, which explains the high value
of Td

KL. On the other hand, the neighboring atoms at the
ZZ edge cannot follow the displaced atom due to the
different geometry (two bonds connecting them with
the rest of the system). Hence, energy redistribution
affects Td, similar to what has been argued for atoms at
vacancy defects in otherwise pristine graphene.31 The
DFTB method seems to overestimate Td

ZZ by ∼2.5 eV
although Td

AC is very close to the DFT value. We
attribute this discrepancy to the differences in the
relaxed configurations of the ZZ edge within these

two methods: the C�C bonds connecting the ZZ edge
to the bulk of the ribbon are elongated by ca. 5%when
the structure is optimized with DFT, whereas DFTB
results only in an elongation of about 2% indicating
stronger local bonding. Therefore, during the dynami-
cal DFTB simulations the initial configuration can be
further elongated following the displaced atom much
more than what is possible during the DFT simulation,
which leads to a higher Td. In the case of an AC edge,
both methods lead to smaller changes in the bond
lengths close to the edge (∼2% for DFT and �1% for
DFTB). In addition, the bondwhich has a stronger effect
on the stability of the AC edge is the one between the
two atoms of the edge dimer, which is very similar for
both methods (∼1.23�1.24 Å).
Not only edgemorphology, but also the geometry of

the larger structure plays a role in the radiation stabil-
ity. Moreover, experiments have revealed that single-
atomic carbon chains derived from nanoribbons are
surprisingly stable under the electron beam.7,8 To
study how the Td of the edge atoms is affected by
the ribbon width, we constructed nanoribbons with
AC and ZZ edges and widths (w) of one to five rows of
hexagons. Td as a function ofw is presented in Figure 3.
We first note that Td increases with w, as the ribbon
becomes stiffer. Interestingly, there is a maximum on
the curve associated with with unexpectedly high
(close to pristine graphene) stability for an AC-
terminated ribbon with a width of three hexagon rows.
This happens because for w = 3 the ribbon is still quite
flexible so that the displacement field initiated by the
electron impact reaches the other side of the ribbon
before the displaced atom leaves the system. There-
fore, the kinetic energy is distributed over all atoms,
and the whole ribbon can locally follow the displaced
atom,making a sputtering event less probable. Forw > 3,
the additional hexagon rows lead to a higher rigidity
and thus lower Td. This does not happen for the overall
more rigid ZZ edge.We note that due to overestimated
ZZ edge values obtained with the DFTB method,

Figure 3. (a) Displacement thresholds Td of the edge atoms for armchair- (AC) and zigzag-terminated (ZZ) graphene
nanoribbons as functions of ribbon width w [as illustrated for thew = 4 case in panel b] as calculated with the DFTB method.
The inset shows a ZZ-terminated ribbon (w = 1) broken into two chains due to an impact on the blue atom.
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the actual difference between Td for the AC and ZZ
edges at largerw is expected to be higher than what is
seen in Figure 3.
Our simulations also provide insights into the thin-

ning process. The narrowest ribbons are obviously
quite unstable under the electron beam (Figure 3).
For an AC-terminated ribbon with w = 1, a displace-
ment simply breaks the hexagon-chain. However, for a
ribbon with a ZZ edge, the presented value is the
kinetic energy needed to separate two carbon chains
from each other (see Figure 3, inset). For immediately
breaking one of these chains, a much higher energy is
needed (∼18 eV). Hence, ZZ-terminated ribbons can
relatively easily be thinned down to a single carbon
chain, but narrow AC-terminated ribbons, when they
appear, tend to break rather than separate into atomic
chains. This explains why the experimental process7,8 is
possible: creation of atomic chains is likely during
continuous electron irradiation since atoms from the
ZZ edges are sputtered faster than from the AC edges,
and the ZZ-edges tend to separate into chains before
breaking.
The radiation stability of the AC edge counters ear-

lier arguments for the higher stability of the ZZ edge
under electron beam at 80 kV.9,14,32 This discrepancy is
probably due to the experimental setup: during the
irradiation experiment, growth of a rather small hole
due to the electron beam is observed, possibly via

beam-induced chemical etching. Moreover, it is un-
likely to obtain an AC edge by randomly removing
under-coordinated atoms from the rim of the hole,
since before formation of the AC edge they all have an
equal probability to be sputtered (see Figure 4a).
Therefore, to obtain a conclusive understanding of
the relative stability of the different edge configura-
tions, a new experiment designed for exactly this
purpose should be carried out. On the other hand, in
accordance with our results, long smooth AC edges
have been observed to remain stable at voltages of
60�80 kV.33 Overall, as can be seen from Figure 1b,

Td tends to be lower for any edge with an AC-like
reconstruction, when compared to an otherwise simi-
lar edge with a more ZZ-like reconstruction. Unexpect-
edly high radiation stability of a small ribbon with an
edge very similar to AC(677) has also been noticed
experimentally,7 again in line with our theoretical
results.
During the displacement simulations, we observed

several structural transformations at the edges.
The ZZfZZ(57) transformation has earlier been pre-
dicted25 from edge formation energies. However, since
the bond rotation barrier in graphene is 5�10 eV,34 this
is unlikely to happen via thermal activation at typical
experimental temperatures. However, we observed
this transformation via the Stone-Wales mechanism
due to an electron impact, similar to what happens in
pristine graphene.31 As shown in Figure 1b, this trans-
formation enhances also the radiation resistivity of the
edge due to the AC-like edge reconstruction of ZZ(57).
However, since the involved bonds become elongated,
the stability is less than that of the actual AC edge.
We also observed ACTAC(57) and ACTAC(677) recon-
structions through the samemechanism. Also, ACTAC
(56) transformation occurs locally always upon sputtering.
Finally, in Figure 4b we plot relative displacement

rates for different reconstructed edges as calculated
with the DFTB method and McKinley-Feshbach ap-
proximation,35 as a function of the TEM acceleration
voltage. To take into account the effect lattice vibra-
tions have on the energy transfer,36 we have assumed
Maxwell�Boltzmann distribution for the velocities
of the target atoms at room temperature in the direc-
tion of the electron beam. As shown in the inset of
Figure 4b, this leads to a tail in the collision cross
section (and thus displacement rates) toward the lower
voltages, but does not significantly change the values
above the threshold for the static lattice. We point out
that at 80 kV, the knock-on mechanism should be
unable to cause sputtering from a static AC edge. At
room temperature, the displacement rate approaches

Figure 4. (a) Hole in graphene created by an electron beam, with under-coordinated atoms which are equally likely to be
sputtered away marked with circles. Removing any of these atoms results in zigzag edges. (b) Relative displacement rate
(displacements per second) for different edge configurations as compared to the least stable one [dpaAC(56) = 1] at room
temperature. Inset shows the difference between a static lattice and a lattice at room temperature for pristine graphene.
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zero below 80 kV, so that the probability for sputtering
from the AC edge remains very low at these voltages. In
fact, at ∼80 kV, an atom from the ZZ edge is ∼550
times more likely to be sputtered. However, actual
displacement rates remain low enough even for the
ZZ edge to allow imaging at normal experimental
conditions, and besides, both ZZ and AC edges are
subject to chemical etching during AC-HRTEM ima-
ging, which can reduce the observed differences. At
200 kV, the ratio of the displacement rates for these
two edges is roughly 5:3. Disregarding the AC(56)
reconstruction, which would occur by sputtering a
row of atoms from the AC edge, the lowest Td among
all structures is for the AC(57) edge. However, also this
edge is much less likely to appear than the AC or
ZZ edges due to a high edge energy (Figure 1).
Based on our DFT calculations, the acceleration
voltage threshold for a stationary ZZ edge is 62 kV

(resulting in negligible displacement probabilities at
∼50 kV at room temperature).

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, our DFT-based atomistic simulations
provide new insights into the development of knock-
on damage in graphene edges due to electron irradia-
tion inevitably occurring during imaging in a HRTEM
device, and allow more rigorous analysis of the experi-
mental results of the evolution of the edges under
the beam. Specifically, we demonstrated an unexpect-
edly high radiation stability of armchair-like graphene
edges and the Klein-edges, and showed that thermo-
dynamic stability is different from radiation stability.
Our results provide a limit of ∼50 kV for acceleration
voltage in order to minimize direct knock-on damage
even in the presence of edges or other defects in
graphene at room temperature.

METHODS
Displacement Threshold Calculations. In our simulations, we fol-

lowed a well-established approach repeatedly used30,31,37�40 to
model effects of electron irradiation on solid targets. As energy
transfer from the impinging energetic electron to the target
nucleus occurs at the zepto (10�21) second time scale,41 we
assumed a direct elastic knock-on collision between the elec-
tron and the nucleus, so that the nucleus acquires instanta-
neously a momentum in a relativistic binary collision. Then we
used the molecular dynamics (MD) approach to numerically
solve the equations of motion for the target atoms after the
impact and found the kinetic energy which allows the displace-
ment of the nucleus from its lattice without immediate recom-
bination with the created vacancy, that is, displacement
threshold (Td). This is the only simulation setup which takes into
account the energy barrier associated with the sputtering
process, while in the static approach Td is approximated by
energy differences between the initial and final structures
leading to a considerable underestimate of the barrier, as has
been demonstrated earlier.37

As analytical potential models for MD are normally fitted to
reproduce the equilibrium properties of the material, and thus
may not work well for out-of-equilibrium processes, we per-
formed MD simulations using DFT-based methods, as imple-
mented in the VASP simulation package42,43 with projector
augmented wave potentials44 to describe core electrons, and
the generalized gradient approximation45 for exchange and
correlation. For structure optimization and formation energy
calculations we used a kinetic energy cutoff for the plane waves
of 500 eV. All structures were relaxed until atomic forces were
below 0.01 eV/Å. A Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh46 of 21� 1� 1
was used. For dynamical calculationswe reduced the cutoff (300
eV) and number of k-points (9 � 1 � 1 mesh), as well as
increased the system size to avoid interaction between dis-
placed atoms over the cell boundaries. Owing to the high
computational cost of DFT-MD simulations, we performed only
a few simulations at this level, which served as tests for our
simulations using the nonorthogonal DFT-based tight binding
(DFTB) method,47 known to describe reasonably well the en-
ergetics of all-carbon structures,30,31,38,48�50 including displace-
ment threshold for pristine graphene under electron30 and ion
irradiation.51 All our simulations have been performed on the
Born�Oppenheimer potential energy surface, since electronic
excitons in such an excellent charge conductor as graphene6

can be expected to have no contribution to the electron beam
damage.
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